AbstractÐVolume renderers for interactive analysis must be sufficiently versatile to render a broad range of volume images: unsegmented ªrawº images as recorded by a 3D scanner, labeled segmented images, multimodality images, or any combination of these. The usual strategy is to assign to each voxel a three component RGB color and an opacity value . This so-called RGB approach offers the possibility of distinguishing volume objects by color. However, these colors are connected to the objects themselves, thereby bypassing the idea that in reality the color of an object is also determined by the light source and light detectors c.q. human eyes. The physically realistic approach presented here models light interacting with the materials inside a voxel causing spectral changes in the light. The radiated spectrum falls upon a set of RGB detectors. The spectral approach is investigated to see whether it could enhance the visualization of volume data and interactive tools. For that purpose, a material is split into an absorbing part (the medium) and a scattering part (small particles). The medium is considered to be either achromatic or chromatic, while the particles are considered to scatter the light achromatically, elastically, or inelastically. It appears that inelastic scattering particles combined with an achromatic absorbing medium offer additional visual features: Objects are made visible through the surface structure of a surrounding volume object and volume and surface structures can be made visible at the same time. With one or two materials the method is faster than the RGB approach, with three materials the performance is equal. The spectral approach can be considered as an extension of the RGB approach with a greater visual flexibility and a better balance between quality and speed.
INTRODUCTION
E FFECTIVE rendering of volume images from multiple imaging devices requires proper color cues at display. Both the color properties of the various sources and the model by which the light interacts with the volume image can be chosen at will. In this paper, we make the case for a physically realistic approach, as opposed to the more common perception-based approaches underlying most color rendering methods. We propose using full color spectra and physically realistic light/matter interaction models.
In general, a renderer should be capable of visualizing the following types of volume images:
1. raw, unsegmented volume images, 2. volume images resulting from a segmentation step, 3. a combination of 1 and 2, 4. multivalued volume images from combining the signals of several sensors, and 5. multivalued volume images combining the results of segmentation steps. Another demand placed on a volume renderer, is that the renderer must be able to visualize interactive tools. Because a completely automatic analysis of volume images remains a difficult problem to solve [1] , interaction is an essential step to guide the analysis of volume images. An example is measuring a position with a 3D cursor, measuring the local gradient in an image, or determining the surface area of an object. A volume renderer used for interactive analysis should 1) display the interactive tools without disturbing the perception of the volume images, 2) be integrated in the volume image to clearly show the relation between volume objects and the interactive tools by generating cues like shadows and occlusion.
Another requirement a volume renderer should meet is that it must help the user in identifying individual volume objects. The best way is to color them, especially when they do not differ much in morphology. Therefore, color has been introduced in volume rendering in 1988, where each voxel was assigned a color, represented by an RGB value and an opacity value [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . This RGB approach is used to color different anatomical structures or volume images from different image modalities. The color and opacity assignment is simple, for each object or modality a different RGB color and opacity value is specified. The color and opacities are used in the preprocessing illumination and shading step resulting in an RGB image where each voxel holds the final color and opacity. The RGB volume image is subsequently projected on the screen.
The question is whether the RGB approach is an optimal choice to generate colors. In an RGB value, nearly all colors can be represented. This is because RGB is designed to fit to the three degrees of freedom in the perception of color by the human eye. In RGB volume rendering, the RGB color representation is used as a material property of the volume objects. In reality, however, materials modify the spectrum of the incident light. The reflected, transmitted, or reradiated light results in a sensation of color. The eye acts as a small set of detectors which are only sensitive to a limited range of the electromagnetic spectrum. As a result, different spectra can lead to the same color sensation. Consequently, the color of two materials can appear as matched under one light source while being clearly different under another light source.
Another, more thorough way to consider color is by looking at how it is created. We do not simply give a voxel an RGB value, but assume that the value of a voxel represents a local material density. A voxel is modeled to hold one material in case of one gray value image and multiple materials in the case of multimodality images. The light from an illumination source is scattered by the materials within the voxel and falls upon a detector. The light spectrum changes during the material-specific scattering process. Each material modifies the spectrum in a specific way, allowing us to see the materials as having a color. We consider three different scattering processes:
. Achromatic scattering. Each wavelength is scattered with the same efficiency, the emitted photon has the same wavelength as the incident photon. An example is a perfectly reflecting particle. . Elastically scattering. The emitted photon has the same wavelength as the incident photon, but the material does not scatter all wavelengths equally. . Inelastically scattering. As energy is lost in the inelastic scattering process, the emitted photon has a longer wavelength than the incident photon. Also, the material does not scatter all wavelengths equally. Examples are fluorescence and phosphorescence [6] . Instead of the RGB approach, we call our approach the spectral approach. This approach is physically realistic and has the implicit advantage of creating intuitively interpretable visualizations [7] .
There are already many volume renderers based on a physically realistic process, but most of them describe the light/matter interaction for one wavelength or assign colors more or less empirically. For example, the simulation of elastic scattering, originally developed for the faithful rendering of clouds [8] , has been employed to render volume images [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] . In the papers, the light/matter interaction is described for one wavelength rather than for the entire light spectrum. The scattered light can be described by three components: the RGB components to be displayed on the screen [9] , [14] . The scattering can also be inelastic, the color of light being described by an RGB triplet changed in the inelastic scattering process [14] . In all these approaches, large parts of the scattering process are physically realistic (e.g., absorption, angular dependence), but color is associated to volume objects in a rather heuristic way.
In our search for a physically realistic way to color volume objects, we restrict ourselves to realistic applications. We could simulate how real spectra change in the scattering process (e.g., photo-realistic ray tracing [15] ), but this would slow down the rendering process considerably. In analyzing recorded volume data, we consider it more important to concentrate on the purpose of most volume renderers: to offer depth perception cues to facilitate qualitative and quantitative analysis. Kaufman [16] formulates the volume rendering objective as: ª... to peer inside the volumetric objects to view that which is not ordinarily viewable and further to probe into the voluminous and complex structures and their dynamics to comprehend that which is not ordinarily comprehensible.º In summary, we allow ourselves the freedom to change the light/matter interaction such that the renderer provides optimal flexibility in visualizing volume data without introducing much calculation time and without compromising the physically realistic character.
Our spectral approach extends the description of the light/matter interaction based on inelastic scattering [7] , [17] , [18] , [19] . The first novel aspect is that we let materials absorb light as a function of wavelength. This creates a solution for the problem of visualizing a volume object inside another volume object. Normally, the outer object has to be made transparent to see the inner object, thereby destroying the view of its surface structure. In our approach, the outer object is made transparent for the spectral components scattered by the inner object, but may remain opaque for the spectral components scattered by itself. In this way, the surface structure of the outer object is still visible when seeing the inner object.
The second aspect is that we make a comparison between three volume renderers: One based on the RGB approach, one based on elastic scattering, and one based on inelastic scattering. We compare their implementations, computational complexities, and visual capabilities in rendering real volume data.
LIGHT/MATTER INTERACTION
The final appearance of objects in a volume rendering is largely determined by the way light interacts with the materials inside a voxel. In this section, we try to select which light/matter interaction processes are suitable for our spectral renderer.
In a volume renderer, materials influence the light spectrum at three moments: 1) Materials may absorb some of the spectral components during illumination, 2) materials may change the spectrum in the scattering process itself, and 3) materials may absorb some of the spectral components of light emitted by other materials. We vary both the scattering and the absorbing properties of a material to study the consequences for the volume renderer. It is conceptually sensible to split a material into a scattering part without absorbing properties and an absorbing part without scattering properties. The idea is to assume a material to consist of many small scattering particles inside a colored medium (Fig. 1) . We consider three types of scattering particles, as mentioned before: 1) Achromatic scattering particle, 2) elastically scattering particle, 3) inelastically scattering particle.
When considering the medium, we distinguish two types:
. Achromatic medium. All spectral components are absorbed to the same extent. The overall absorption may vary from material to material. . Chromatic medium. One spectral component may be absorbed more than another. The absorption depends on wavelength.
We combine the three particle models and the two medium models into six particle/medium models. We examine them one by one on the following requirements:
1. potential of object discrimination by color, 2. visibility of interactive tools, 3. ability to render unsegmented images, 4. neutral transmittance. Objects have a neutral transmittance when they do not influence the color of another object seen or illuminated through them, permitting object identification under all circumstances.
In this examination, we assume a white light source, i.e., a source radiating a uniform spectrum.
1. Achromatic scattering particle in achromatic medium.
For an achromatic scattering particle, the shape of the light spectrum does not change in the scattering process. As particles differ only in their scattering efficiency and as each medium is achromatic, discrimination among different volume objects is only possible with different transparencies, but not with colors. 2. Achromatic scattering particle in chromatic medium. The medium inevitably influences the illuminating light spectrum, with the effect that semitransparent objects change the color of other objects (Fig. 2) . Also, within one medium there is a gradual change in color of light passing through. Both effects are a violation of the requirement of neutral transmittance. 3. Elastic scattering particle in achromatic medium. In this model, the absorption spectra of the media are flat. Only the scattering process influences the shape of the radiated spectrum. The perceived color of a volume object is determined only by the object itself and there is no color interference by other volume objects. The requirement of neutral transmittance is satisfied. Note that this is the standard RGB approach. 4. Elastic scattering particle in chromatic medium. The light spectrum scattered by a particle is influenced by the scattering efficiency of the particle itself and by all absorption spectra of media the light spectrum has traversed. Similarly to model 2, the chromatic medium may violate the requirement of neutral transmittance. The violation does not occur under specific conditions: if the spectral range of the emitted spectra is limited and if the media do not change the shape of these spectra. In that case, the media can attenuate these spectra without changing their color, thereby satisfying the requirement of neutral transmittance. The advantage of wavelength dependent media is that media can be chosen in such a way that they selectively pass light scattered by particles. An object of one particular material might absorb light scattered by itself, but still passes light scattered by materials of another object (Fig. 3) . Note that this a large difference with the standard RGB approach. With the RGB approach, it is not possible to selectively transmit or block light scattered by other objects. One application would be to bring to the front otherwise occluded interactive tools. 5. Inelastically scattering particle in achromatic medium. As the media are achromatic, materials cannot selectively suppress light scattered by other materials. The visualization possibilities are similar to those of model 3. 6. Inelastically scattering particle in chromatic medium.
Due to the chromatic medium, the visualization properties are similar to those of model 4. Additional visualization possibilities arise because the emitted spectrum has spectral components not present in the incident spectrum. Assuming that the particles emit a spectrum with no overlap with the incident spectrum, media may have an absorption value for the incident spectrum that differs from the absorption value for the emitted spectrum. This gives a separate control of the illumination depth and the view depth ( Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c ). The example given in Fig. 4 , where the volume image consists of one material, is representative for unsegmented images. Therefore, the availability of different absorption constants provides flexibility in analyzing, in particular, unprocessed images.
The particle/medium models and the ability to satisfy the visual requirements are summarized in Table 1 . This leads to the following conclusions: An achromatic scattering particle should not be used as a physical basis for the light/ matter interaction model of a volume renderer because a colored medium, then needed to color an object, does not agree with the requirement of neutral transmittance. An elastic scattering particle provides a far better basis because objects can get an individual color. In addition, by using different absorption values for light scattered by different particles, embedded objects can be made visible without disturbing the view of the surface structure of surrounding objects. An inelastic scattering particle provides an even better basis as it also gives the option to use absorption values in the viewing phase that are different from the illumination phase. This creates the possibility of viewing the illumination distribution (Fig. 4c) or of viewing the volume and surface structure at the same time (Fig. 4b ).
Considering the six particle/medium models, we see that models 1 and 2 drop out as the model does not allow an object to have an individual color or does not satisfy the requirement of neutral transmittance. We continue with models 3 to 6.
IMPLEMENTATIONS
In this section, we discuss the implementation of volume renderers based on the RGB approach (model 3), on elastic scattering (models 3 and 4), and on inelastic scattering (models 5 and 6).
To get a clear view of the visual effects of different types of scattering, we keep the volume renderers simple (see also Noordmans et al. [20] ). The first simplification is the assumption that light is scattered only once in the volume image. This low-albedo extreme has the advantage that the render process can be split in two phases: an illumination and a radiation phase [10] . For an overview of multiple scattering techniques we refer to [21] . Second, the scattering process is assumed to be independent of the angle between illumination path and viewing direction. The implementation of angular dependence is discussed in [8] , [10] . Finally, we assume that the light source and observer are placed at infinity to facilitate computation by parallel rays. Note that we use these simplifications only to keep the renderers simple. One can, of course, include these effects to make the renderers more realistic, but this would unnecessarily complicate the interpretation of the results.
Before we can describe the scattering process, we have to define the relation between the material densities and the voxel values. A voxel, positioned at x x, is considered to contain a mixture of materials. The density of each material, labeled by m, is given by 7x xY m. We distinguish the following image types:
1. Raw, unsegmented images where the voxel values denote the optical density of one tissue or object. This corresponds to having one material, thus the total number of materials inside the volume, w, is one. The local material density is equal to the intensity or voxel value v, 7x xY H v. 2. In images resulting from a segmentation step, the value of a voxel denotes the tissue type or object number. Denoted by the label value l, this describes the type of material: w x lels , 7x xY l I. 3. In images where the results from a segmentation step are combined with the original image data, a voxel consists of a gray and a label value fvY lg. The label value defines the material type and the gray value its density: w x lels , 7x xY l v. If the gray value and label value are unrelated, the gray value volume has its own type of material: w x lels I, 7x xY H v, 7x xY l I I.
In multivalued images with voxel values
fvHY vIY F F Fg, there is one type of material for each modality: w x imges , 7x xY i vi. Examples of The illumination absorption is far higher than the radiation absorption, the surface structure (the ring around the equator) is visible through the sharp shadows created in the illumination phase. The volume structure is also visible because the view-depth is large, the sphere does not occlude the table. (c) The illumination absorption is far smaller than the radiation absorption. The volume structure is visible through shadows, but also the surface structure through the short view-depth. These absorption settings enable a close look at the light distribution. (d) The illumination and radiation absorption are high, light is almost totally absorbed, and only surface structures are visible.
multivalued or multimodality imaging are CT, MRI, PET, or SPECT in medicine, multifluorescence labelling in confocal microscopy, or overlaying volume images with artificial volume objects required to explore and analyze the volume data. 5. In combining multivalued images with the result of a segmentation process (Fig. 5) , there are several options. One extreme is that every gray value image is connected to an individual label image: w x imges Ã x lels . The other extreme is where all gray images and label images are disconnected: w x imges x lels . The first extreme offers the best opportunity to examine the segmentation results. Multiple l values may be used to visualize the combination of different segmentation results or the combination of a segmentation result with artificial volume objects.
RGB Approach
In a volume renderer based on the RGB approach, illumination, shading, and coloring are calculated in a preprocessing phase (or dynamically with a look-up table). This illumination phase results in an opacity volume x x and color volume gx xY with P fY qY fg. While there are different ways to calculate these volumes [2] , [3] , [5] , [9] , the general principle is to calculate the final opacity by summing all material densities multiplied by their absorption factor and the final color by adding up their colors multiplied by their density, In the radiation phase, rays are traced through the volume to the screen to calculate the final pixel color. At each step x x along the ray, the light from ªbackgroundº voxels s x xY is partly absorbed and merged with the color at the actual position gx xY , s r x xY gx xY Áx x s x xY XI À x xÁx xY P fY qY fgY P
where Áx x denotes the sampling distance. The radiated light s r x xY acts as background light for the next position, x x Áx x, s x x Áx xY s r x xY Y P fY qY fgX Q
Equations (2) and (3) are the discrete solution of the scattering equation [10] . The final pixel color is given by the radiated light reaching screen position x x d , The absorption spectra of the media are such that the shape of the emitted spectra is not affected in traversing the media.
1. For the sake of completeness, it should be noted here that recent extensions of OpenSL allow on-the-fly computation of opacity and are not limited to three color components. q f
To determine the computational complexity of the algorithm, we define the computational complexity of the RGB renderer in the illumination phase g iYqf as having the value of one (explicitly omitting sampling distance, volume size, view size, and optimization schemes discussed in Noordmans et al. [20] ). This assumption is reasonable as no spectral information is used (1). In the radiation phase, the computational complexity g rYqf Q, as the radiated light consists of a red, green, and blue component, and each component is computed independently. To store these components after the illumination phase, one needs three values per voxel.
Elastic and Inelastic Scattering Volume Renderer
Both the volume renderer based on elastic scattering and the renderer based on inelastic scattering include the spectral characteristics when light is scattered by a material. The two renderers are derived from a ªgeneralº spectral volume renderer.
Illumination and Radiation Phase
In the illumination phase, each material is illuminated by spectrum s i x xY ! (see Fig. 6 ), with wavelength !. By interaction with the material, part of the illumination spectrum is transmitted. The transmitted spectrum s t x xY ! depends on the materials by their density 7x xY m and absorption spectrum emY !, 
where the emission is split into an elastic scattering part, mY !! H Y ! , and an inelastic scattering part, fmY ! H Y !. The spectrum emerging from the volume data lights a spectrum analyzer at position x x d with x d detecting elements. The signal of detector d is acquired by multiplying the detector sensitivity spectrum s d ! with the radiated spectrum at the detector position, s r x x d Y ! and integrating the spectrum
To display the rendered image on a computer screen, the spectrum is projected on the red, the green, and the blue component of a screen pixel, 
Note that we explicitly make a difference between the detector and the human eye as the difference is the key issue in creating the visual capabilities later in the paper. The human eye can be simulated by replacing the sensitivity spectra by the CIE matching functions [22] , but this would be too restrictive for our purposes.
Dividing the Spectrum into Bands
To simplify calculations we leave the continuous description of a spectrum and split the spectrum in bands. Each material is assumed to scatter the light of one distinct band while not scattering the light of other bands. The medium of the material, however, is allowed to absorb light in these other bands, but is not allowed to change the shape of their spectral band. An example of such materials is a mixture of fluorescent dyes, each with a distinct narrow excitation and emission wavelength. These materials act both as absorbing medium and scatterer. If the bands are sufficiently narrow, no appreciable shape change of the spectra will occur. In elastic scattering, there are w bands (one for each material), while, in inelastic scattering, there are Pw bands, an ªilluminationº spectral band and a ªradiationº spectral band for each material due to the change in wavelength in the inelastic scattering process. The bands for material n are denoted by ! n in elastic scattering and ! iYn and ! rYn in inelastic scattering.
Elastic Scattering in Chromatic Medium
In the volume renderer based on elastic scattering in a chromatic medium, each material n is assumed to scatter one specific spectral band. From (5) we have,
II
With elastic scattering the emitted light has the same wavelength, by which we can rewrite (7) as, s e x xY ! n s i x xY ! n nY ! n 7x xY nY IP where nY ! n denotes the efficiency by which material n scatters the wavelength band at position ! n . Substituting (12) into (6) 
IQ
The final color is created by mapping each wavelength to a specific color, q f
Note that, when there is no light from the background, the efficiency function nY ! n can be moved from the radiation phase (13) to the detection phase (14) for computational reasons. The computational complexities of the elastic scattering renderer in the illumination phase and radiation phase g iYelsti g rYelsti w, as there are as many calculations per voxel as there are spectral bands. The amount of memory used to store the illumination information is given by the number of spectral components, thus w values per voxel.
Optimization, Rendering in Spectral Groups
When comparing the implementation based on elastic scattering with the RGB volume renderer, we see that the computational complexity is w times higher in the illumination phase and waQ times higher in the radiation phase. The implementation based on elastic scattering also needs waQ times more memory than the RGB volume renderer. To reduce the complexity of the spectral renderer, we merge spectral bands into groups. In the radiation phase, we label these groups by ! g . (Note that we use the word ªlabelº on purpose, as it is no longer a real wavelength. The group consists of a set of spectral bands.) Calculations are now performed per spectral group rather than per spectral band. This reduces (11) to,
with q the number of spectral groups (q`w). The grouping approach is similar for the radiation phase, but to give each material an individual color, there are three spectral components per group, one for each color component: ! gY ( P fY qY fg). Equations (13) and (14) then become, 
To preserve neutral transmittance, the absorption is similar for all spectral components:
Note that the absorption in the radiation phase and illumination phase are equal because the scattering is elastic.
In rendering with spectral groups, there is less freedom for material m to influence the visualization of another material n. Instead of an individual cross-absorption constant emY ! n to influence the illumination or radiation light of material n, material m can only influence the light of spectral group g, to which the spectral band ! n of material n belongs (Fig. 7) . The resulting loss in visualization flexibility is compensated by the gain in speed and reduced use of memory. As the number of spectral components is now reduced to q, the computational complexities are given by: g iYgroup q and g rYgroup Qq. Instead of w values, only q values are needed to store the illumination value per voxel.
Inelastic Scattering in Chromatic Medium
In a volume renderer based on inelastic scattering, the emitted spectrum has a longer wavelength than the incident spectrum. This results in spectral bands in the radiation phase that differ from those in the illumination phase. The corresponding equations are obtained by setting the inelastic part of (8), fmY ! H Y ! mY ! rYn ! H Y ! rYn , which corresponds to replacing ! n by ! rYn in (12)- (14), and ! n by ! iYn in (11) (for clarity). To implement inelastic scattering in spectral groups, it suffices to remove the restriction of having similar absorption values for the illumination and radiation phase emY ! g T emY ! gY emY ! gYq emY ! gYf Y VmY gX Note that the medium is still chromatic, as the absorption of one material may differ for the light scattered by another group: emY ! g T emY ! g H Y g T g H . The two different cross-absorption values give material n more flexibility to influence the light scattered by materials in spectral group g. The advantages of this approach will be shown in Section 4. Note that neither the computational complexity nor the memory usage increases when scattering is inelastic rather than elastic.
Comparison

Visual Parameters
When examining three volume renderers, we see that the visual parameters that can be set in each case are:
. RGB approach, four parameters per material m:
absorption em and color mY ( P fY qY fg). . Elastic scattering, spectral groups, q Q parameters per material m: one self-absorption emY ! g (material is member of group g), q À I cross-absorptions emY ! g H (for all groups g H , except for g), and color mY ! gY ( P fY qY fg). . Inelastic scattering, spectral groups. A material has three parameters for a color mY ! gY ( P fY qY fg), two self-absorption parameters emY ! g and emY ! gY , and P Ã q À I cross-absorption parameters emY ! g H and emY ! g H Y . In total, a material is described by P Ã q Q parameters. We see that the number of visual parameters has increased considerably from the renderer based on the RGB approach to a renderer based on inelastic scattering.
Computational Complexity
The computational performance of the elastic and inelastic volume renderer is better than the performance of the RGB renderer if w I. For w P fPY Qg, the algorithm offers more visualization possibilities with, surprisingly, the same or less computational complexity as the RGB renderer. For w b Q, we suggest grouping materials in q groups at illumination and radiation, for the sake of efficiency. As a group they can be perceived distinctively, but this is no longer valid for materials inside a group. The performance in the radiation phase (16) is no worse than q times that of the RGB algorithm. As, in practice, only two groups are needed, the complexity increases by a factor of 2. This is a performance loss we believe to be adequately compensated by the gain in quality of display.
Another difference between the RGB renderer and the elastic or inelastic scattering renderers is that the RGB volumes can be quickly displayed by mapping it onto the screen with texture mapping hardware. The data can easily be visualized at different orientations, but it takes more time to change the material parameters, e.g., color, transparency, because the entire RGB volume needs to be recalculated. Especially, a change in material parameters in the radiation phase is processed much faster with the elastic or inelastic scattering renderers because the illumination phase does not need to be repeated. This increases the speed at which a visual response is generated in interactive analysis.
Memory Usage
Considering the memory used by each volume renderer, we see that the RGB renderer requires a volume with four entries per voxel, an RGB color, and an opacity . In the elastic and inelastic renderer, an additional buffer is needed to store the illumination values of each selectively rendered material or group. In most cases, the number of separate illuminated entities is less than 4, by which the elastic and inelastic renderer require less memory than the RGB renderer.
Relation between RGB and Spectral Approaches
When comparing the implementation of the RGB approach with the group approach of elastic or inelastic scattering, it appears that the visual parameters which can be set, like absorption values and color, are equal when q I and the absorption values in the illumination and radiation phase are equal. Therefore, it is relatively easy to extend the RGB volume renderer such that it offers the same extra visual properties as the elastic and inelastic volume renderer. The extension to an inelastic scattering renderer where materials are merged in one group is relatively simple by using absorption values in the illumination phase which differ from those in the radiation phase. The extension to a multiple group renderer is more complicated. For each group, one should generate an RGB volume which is rendered separately and mixed with the others on the screen. The colors are derived from all materials which belong to that group. The opacities are derived from the self-absorption values of all materials from that specific group and from the cross-absorption of the materials belonging to other groups.
The conclusion that a volume renderer based on the RGB approach can be extended with the extra spectral properties also means that a hardware renderer based on the RGB approach can be extended in the same way. This means that the spectral approach is not limited to software implementations alone, but can also be implemented on fast rendering hardware.
VISUAL CAPABILITIES
In this section, we look at the visual capabilities of the three different volume renderers. Summarizing:
. Renderer 1 is based on the RGB approach. Each voxel describes the color of the scattered light by an RGB triplet by which light from different objects mixes in the viewing phase. . Renderer 2 is based on particle/medium model 4:
elastic scattering in a chromatic medium. Each material scatters light with a different spectral band. The color of an object is not determined through the scatter process, but through a mapping procedure of the separately detected spectral intensities. . Renderer 3 is based on particle/medium model 6:
inelastic scattering in a chromatic medium. The creation of color is similar to that of renderer 2. A difference is that the scattered light has a wavelength different from the incident light. This creates the possibility of letting materials absorb the incident light differently from the scattered light. In implementing renderer 1, we make use of the fact that the scattering behavior of the RGB approach can be simulated by a spectral renderer with one group of materials, q I, and with absorption factors which are similar for the illumination and viewing phase. For renderers 2 and 3, we merge the materials in two groups, q P. For renderer 2, the absorption factors do not differ from the illumination phase from those in the viewing phase. For renderer 3, these factors are allowed to be different.
We compare the three renderers on the visualizations of a CT-scan of a human head. Two threshold operations are applied to segment the skin and the skull. This gives two volumes: a gray value volume with the original data and a label volume with ones representing skin and with twos representing skull. An additional, third gray volume stores the scan-converted representation of a 3D cursor. As a result, there are three materials (w Q): skin, skull, and cursor. There are two spectral groups, giving eight spectral bands: ! I , ! P , ! IY , ! IYq , ! IYf , ! PY , ! PYq , and ! PYf . The scattering efficiencies of the skin are: skinY ! gY I, skinY ! gYq H, and skinY ! gYf H to give it a red color. The skull is made white by setting the efficiencies to the triplet fIY IY Ig and the cursor is made green with the triplet fHY IY Hg.
The results are arranged in three rows with each three pictures (Fig. 8) . Each row shows pictures rendered by one volume renderer, from top to bottom by renderer 1, 2, and 3. The box below each figure graphically represents the values of the material parameters (Fig. 9) , such as the absorption value in the illumination phase and the absorption value in the radiation phase. A cross denotes inactive parts. The black spot defines which spectral group is scattered by the material. Note that we added Phong shading [23] to enhance surface detail.
The upper row of Fig. 8 shows possible results of an RGB renderer. Skin and skull can be visualized as separate entities (Fig. 8a, Fig. 8b ), or mixed by making the skin somewhat transparent (Fig. 8c) . The 3D cursor is placed near the chin, enhancing the 3D perception by its shadow, one rod pierces the chin.
The middle row of pictures in Fig. 8 shows possible results of a renderer based on elastic scattering which fully exploits the advantages of spectral rendering: The skull can be made visible without destroying the view of the skin when the skin absorbs the light scattered by itself, but lets pass through the light from the skull. In Fig. 8d , the skull does weakly absorb the light scattered by itself, so we can see its volume structure. If the skull absorbs the light scattered by itself more strongly (Fig. 8e) , we get a clear view of its surface structure. In Fig. 8f , the cursor is placed in material group 1, the cursor becomes visible through the show both skin and skull, however, the view of the skin detiorates; (d) skull and surface skin clearly visible; (e) surface structures skin and skull both visible; (f) cursor clearly visible when present in group 1; (g) skin absorbs no light in illumination phase, the skull absorbs a little by which it creates a shadow on the table; (h) skull almost totally illuminated, almost no shadows; (i) zoomed in on (h). Data courtesy of University Medical Center Utrecht, the Netherlands. Fig. 9 . Material property panel: (a) illumination absorption parameters group 0, the more black the larger the absorption; (b) presence sign denotes in which spectral group the scattering of the object takes place; (c) radiation absorption parameters group 0.
skin like the skull. When comparing Fig. 8d, Fig. 8e , and Fig.  8f with Fig. 8c , we see that the skin structure remains much clearer with spectral volume rendering. Note that this is also due to the occlusion of the table and background.
In the bottom row of Fig. 8 , the visual advantages are shown of also using illumination/radiation absorption values. In Fig. 8g , there is only one group. The skin does not absorb the light in the illumination phase, by which the skin casts no shadow on itself and on the table. The shadow on the table is created by the skull, which strongly absorbs the light in the illumination phase. The absorption is somewhat less than in Fig. 8b , by which the shadow reveals more volume structure of the skull. Note that the setting of the skin (no absorption in the illumination phase, absorption in the radiation phase) is similar to volume renderers which do not implement shadowing because of computational complexity [2] , [3] . For that matter, we believe that if one wants to find a physical basis for such renderers, it should be inelastic. In the two last images (Fig. 8h and Fig. 8i) , the skull has a lower absorption in the illumination phase than in the radiation phase. The result is that the shadows are less stark and that the entire skull is illuminated.
We also determined the computation time of each method. The number of seconds for each rendering (SIP Â SIP) were (running in parallel on an SGI Challenge with four 194MHz processors): Fig. 8a 23 s, Fig. 8b 50 s,  Fig. 8c 66 s, Fig. 8d 155 s, Fig. 8e 125 s, Fig. 8f 84 s, Fig. 8g  57 s, Fig. 8h 52 s, and Fig. 8i 32 s. This corresponds roughly to the theoretically expected higher complexity (by a factor of two in this case) of spectral rendering. The experimental timings do not follow theory completely due to the adaptive ray termination scheme (a ray through a solid object uses less samples than a ray through a semitransparent object) [24] .
As a second example, we visualized the neural activity in the brain cortex (Fig. 10) (this example and others can be found in Noordmans et al. [25] , [26] ). Neural activity on the outside of the brain is easy to visualize with the RGB approach (Fig. 10a) , but when the activity arises from a deeper level, it is difficult to show the activity without degrading the view of the cortex (Fig. 10b) . This is solved in the spectral approach by letting the fMRI voxels scatter other spectral components than the brain itself (Fig. 10c) . As the brain is semitransparent for these components, but not transparent for the spectral components scattered by itself, the user can see the deeper fMRI voxels while still having a good view of the gyri/sulci pattern of the cortex.
When comparing the three volume renderers, we see that the extra parameters of volume renderer 3 extend the capabilities for visualizing volume images. We can get a clearer view of the internal structure of the volume data and perceive embedded volume objects while preserving the view of the surface structure of the surrounding object.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the outcome of our study we conclude that the RGB approach imposes many restrictions on the way volume data is visualized. After investigating a more physically realistic, spectral renderer, we found that the flexibility in visualizing volume data can be enlarged by making the absorption of volume objects wavelength dependent. By letting volume objects selectively transmit light scattered by other volume objects, embedded objects can be visualized without affecting the view of the surface structure of the outer object (Fig. 3c) . In using an inelastic scattering process and materials that absorb the light in the viewing phase differently from that in the illumination phase, the inner structure of a volume object can be made visible without affecting the view of its surface structure ( Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d) . Depending on the final application, the spectral approach is 3 times faster or 2-3 times slower than the RGB approach, which can be considered as a special case of the spectral approach. The spectral approach uses 2 times less or $ 2 times more memory than the RGB approach.
Summarizing, inelastic scattering combined with a wavelength-dependent absorbing medium provides the best options for the potential of material discrimination by color, visibility of interactive tools, ability to render an unsegmented image, and neutral transmittance. 
